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The Foundations of Communication form the first part in a series of 
modules covering different aspects of effective communication.

The aim of this module is to provide you with knowledge and an 
understanding of communication foundations, how they shape 
communication and how to recognise them in yourself and others. 
This is part 2 of a 2 part module that will guide you through the two 
essential elements that form those robust foundations.

Part 1: What Is Important To Us (Values, Beliefs, Needs & Wants)
Part 2: The Power of Emotion

Emotion is at work all of the time, albeit we seldom notice unless it 
changes or it is heightened.  Emotion is behind the way we feel, the 
decisions we make, the words we say and the way we say them.
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It also influences non verbal language and impacts on how we hear and what we 
listen for.  In summary, recognising and understanding emotion is an essential 
foundation of communication and it is important to pay attention to emotion if you 
wish to become a skilled communicator.

By completing Parts 1 and 2 of this module and putting your knowledge into 
practice, you will have a solid and reliable platform to develop every other element 
of communication. 
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This workbook will help you get the most out of the course.  You will see the book 
mirrors the courses lesson format.  For each lesson there are a number of aims 
that represent the key learning points for that section of the course.  We have 
provided space to write your notes as you go through and there is spare note space 
at the end of the workbook in case you need more than we have provided for any 
of the lessons.

The space for action points is where the magic happens.  We all know that learning 
is only useful if we do something with the knowledge so for each lesson make a 
note of what you are going to do as a result of what you have learnt.  Make the 
action as specific as possible and set yourself a manageable timeframe.  If you 
have some kind of to do list or schedule of action points make sure you transfer 
these actions to that and get them done.

Each lesson has 2-3 quiz questions that need to be completed on the members 
site in order to proceed.  We have provided space for you to make a note of your 
answers to these questions as you go through the content so you are prepared for 
the questions. Not only will this workbook help you as you complete the course 
but, if used effectively, it will also provide you with a source of key information you 
can refer back to.

Good Luck! 

How to use  
this workbook
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THE JOURNEY: A GUIDE TO NUTRITIONAL COACHING05

AIMS:

Key Learning Points

ORIENTATE THE MAP  

Client consultation and baselines  

 ― Learn how to prepare for a client
 ― Decide what information you need to know to work with a client
 ― Consider how best to gather the information

LESSON: 

01
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THE JOURNEY: A GUIDE TO NUTRITIONAL COACHING06

Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. Name two areas of information we might want to explore from a client’s past (where have they been) 

2. What baseline information should we look to Gather? 

Aims
This section will highlight 
the main learning focus for 
the lesson

Key Learning Points
Use this area to make 
notes as you go through 
the lesson

Action Points
Summarise your learning from 
the lesson. What actions are you 
going to take as a result of what 
you’ve learnt?  When are you 
going to complete it?

Quiz Questions
Write your answers to the 
questions here in preparation for 
completing the online quiz.
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Understand what emotion is and the way it impacts us
 ― Learn the 2 emotional systems
 ― Understand the ABCD of controlling emotion 
 ― Appreciate the difference between supressed emotions and controlled emotions

LESSON: 

01 An Overview of Emotional Systems and ABCD
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Action PointsTasks

In order to change the way you react to something, it is essential to change or control your emotion.
In order to control your emotion you need time and space to consider what is happening and why.
The ABCD of emotion control allows you to do this because it forms a well structured, easy way to
consider what is happening.

It is unlikely that you will be able to alter the ‘A’ (what is happening) so the only part you can alter in order to 
change ‘C’ (the way you feel) and in turn ‘D’ (the way you react) is to consider  ‘B’ (how you make sense of 
A).

To control an emotion it is essential you consider the facts and assumptions at the “B’ stage.

If they are not properly considered you will simply react on the super quick assessment you make based 
on all your previous experiences and your VBNW.  This could easily result in you being wrong in your 
assessment, despite it feeling right at the time.  Even if you are correct in your assessment, you may feel it 
more strongly than is necessary and react in a disproportionate way.

Consider a time when you reacted to something without thinking it through and your emotions fired a 
reaction in you.  If possible play it back in your mind, slow the whole process down and consider the ABCD.  
It may help to write it down. If you have difficulty thinking back to a situation then consider a scenario that 
you know will inspire an emotional response in you. 

A: What happened

B: How you made sense of it

C: How you felt

D: How you reacted
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FACT

ASSUMPTION

In the B section consider what was fact and what was assumption

Now consider how your assessment impacted on your emotion and how you reacted.

Please now consider if your assumptions could be wrong and what the alternatives could be. 

By reconsidering those assumptions, and perhaps dismissing them, it is possible to reconsider how you 
make sense of the situation.  When that happens, you can alter your emotion and in turn how you make 
sense of what has happened.  CONTROLLING EMOTION IS NOT EASY!

Assumption Alternatives
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

LESSON: 

02

1. Identify the 2 emotional systems

2. What is the meaning of suppressed emotion?

3. Is it possible to change our emotion?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

 ― Learn the seven universal emotions
 ― Be creative in describing them 

LESSON: 

02 The Seven Universal Emotions 
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Tasks

Write down the seven 
universal emotions

Write down different ways to 
describe that emotion 

Emotional Labelling is a way of letting someone know you have identified the emotion they are feeling.  
This requires a bit of creativity as it is important to speak of the emotion in a way that fits naturally into the 
language you use and the language that will suit that person.

You will learn more about that shortly and the following task will help you to consider different ways of 
describing emotion.
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. What are the seven universal emotions?

2. How do you refer to the situation when your emotion influences other people’s emotion?

3. What are the relative speeds of emotional and logical responses?
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AIMS:

Key Learning Points

Understand How Emotions Impact 
on Communication

 ― Understand that emotion 
• fuels non verbal communication 
• influences how we listen 
• can create a feeling of connection
• influences the words we use and the pace, pitch and tone of our dialogue
• influences transference where one person can change the mood in a room
• moves quicker than logic

There are 6 tasks in this section, all of them designed to help you understand how emotion 
shapes and impacts on our communication and to help you identify through photo, sound 
and film the emotions people show.

LESSON: 

03
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Task 1

From this photograph, identify the emotion you see in each person.  You will see that the face gives away 
so many clues as to how someone is feeling.    

1. 4.

2. 5.

3. 6.
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Task 2

Listen to Beth (1 minute 47 seconds).  It’s the same audio you heard during the VBNW module.  On this 
occasion instead of considering her VBNWs, try to identify the emotion(s) she is experiencing while she 
talks to you.
 
 If you can identify the emotion(s) consider what you could say to Beth to let her know you have identified 
how she feels.  This is called an emotional label.

If you are not 100% then simply ask.  “Am I right in picking up a feeling of (emotion) from you “ or “  
You seem  (emotion) ……” in what you say.

As long as you are not accusatory Beth will either confirm of correct your thoughts.
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Task 3

Non Verbal Clues / Emotions 
Facial Expressions

Non Verbal Clues / Emotions   
Hand and Body Movements

Does Verbal and Non Verbal  
Communication  Match?

 In this task we will concentrate on non verbal communication and how emotion fuels the way that we move, 
the facial expressions we make and the hand gestures we use. We can often miss those emotional clues 
when we are speaking with someone.  

It takes a bit of work to tune in to someone’s emotion but it is an essential part of effective and skilful 
communication.

An easy way of learning how to identify emotion through non verbal communication is to watch film clips 
without sound.  Soap operas are very good as they tend to be full of high emotion.  With practice you will 
find that that you will become more aware of emotional clues including the subtle ones that can be easily 
missed.

Coronation Street – Family Discussion (2 minutes 13 seconds)

a. Select one character
b. Pay attention to their facial expressions
c. Write down the clues/emotion you see displayed
d. Watch the clip a second time (4 minutes 15 seconds) and consider if the emotions you identified 

match the verbal exchanges.

If someone is being truthful and open, you will find that there is a connection between verbal and non 
verbal communication.  If someone is trying to stifle their real feelings, tells lies or avoid a subject it’s likely 
that there will be a disconnect.

This is worth repeating with other random film clips and, once you are comfortable, start paying attention 
to non verbal communication socially, at home and at work.
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Task 4

In the next film clip we will consider ‘connection through emotion’.  

Coronation Street – A Friend Shares Sad News (11 minutes 16 seconds)

In this clip you will witness both characters failing to identify the emotion in each other at the start of their 
conversation. They are initially unaware of each other’s emotion and effectively consider themselves rather 
than being ‘appropriately curious’ about the other person. 

At 12 minute 39 seconds look out for a change in Norris, when he recognises Rita’s emotion and matches it 
with appropriate pace, pitch and tone.  When this happens they connect.  Until then, there is a disconnect.

Watch the film and try to identify the emotional disconnect between the characters followed by the 
emotional connection. Now watch the film a second time and replace one of the characters with yourself.

a. What is the earliest you notice the other’s emotion? 

b. What could you say to let them know you have noticed?
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In this task we will consider how emotion can impact on what we choose to speak about and the choice of 
language we use.  It also reinstates the ‘connection element’ that recognising emotion can create.

Choose one of the following from the list below and imagine that you have just experienced it. 
Now consider meeting an old friend 10 minutes later.  They ask you how you are.

What are you likely to say and what emotion are you likely to show?  Imagine how you would feel if:  

a. they responded to your emotion and showed empathy to your situation, or 
a. they ignore what you have said and instead talk about themselves

Now choose a different situation from the list and consider the same scenario.  

The emotion in people can be influenced by something other than what is happening at that moment.
If someone is preoccupied and disheartened during a PT session it may have nothing to do with their 
training programme.

Task 5
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Task 6

Returning to the group of people we met earlier.  Consider that they have arrived at your gym for the 
very first time and as they walk through the door they convey the emotions you see here. Choose 3 and 
consider how you would start a conversation with them and weave an emotional label into your dialogue. 

1.

2.

3.
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Action Points

Quiz Questions

1. If a person is venting anger what is the best approach to help understand what is happening?

2. If you are unaccustomed to someone venting anger what should you do to achieve the most in 
communication terms?

3. What impacts the way someone is communicating with you?
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Notes
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Notes
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Key Learning / Action Date for Completion

Action Plan

Congratulations on completing the course. The key with any education is how you 
intend to use what you’ve learnt.  Take the time to consider the knowledge you 
have gained during this course and how you are going to implement it or change 
what you currently do.  Use the space below to summarise or to plan and set goals 
for the implementation or follow up phase.

Complete the last task to earn the badge  
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